
HALLMARK FLOORS

HEALTHCARE
VOYAGER, CLARK OAK



Confidence and comfort are integral to a patient’s healthcare experience. 
Hygienic demands and durability need not be the only factors when selecting 
flooring for a healthcare environment project. Hallmark’s vast collection of 
attractive and resilient flooring will leave a lasting impression on patients and 
contribute to the quality of their healthcare experience.

Flooring contributes to a visitor’s first impression of a healthcare 
facility and directly impacts a patient’s experience. The lobby or 
waiting room area, for instance, is what the patient sees first, setting 
the tone for the entire patient experience. The right floor directly 
contributes to a welcoming, professional and pleasing experience. 
When selecting a floor for a healthcare project, safety, sterility and 

environmentally conscious products are vital. Whether a lobby, 
patient room, or recovery space, optimal cleanliness and aesthetics 
can be achieved with a variety Hallmark flooring options. Our 
healthcare flooring solutions are designed with patients in mind, 
creating a personalized and aesthetically pleasing environment 
promoting wellness and comfort.

HALLMARK FLOORS

HEALTHCARE

VOYAGER, COLLINS CHERRY & ADRIN MAPLE



Medical studies show that single-patient 
rooms, noise-absorbing floors and lighting 
help patients get home sooner. Our floors 
help reduce the noise level of medical beds 
and trolleys, as well as footsteps, so that 
patients can get the rest they need. Our 
Voyager Collection is the perfect PVC-free 

choice for projects requiring completely 
aseptic environments. Any of our resilient 
flooring collections such as Times Square, 
3TWENTY or 2TWELVE provide a nurturing, 
natural aesthetic to promote healing and 
wellbeing for patients.

Studies in evidence-based 
design show that a patient’s 
surroundings have a major 
impact on outcomes. In other 
words, the treatment and healing 
environment directly correspond 
with patient recovery rate.

Floors that create a healing environment

See installation matrix on last page for 
types of healthcare flooring we offer 
along with recommendations for the 
best choice for each type of space.

VOYAGER, COLLINS CHERRY

VOYAGER, ANDERS ELM



www.hallmarkcommercial.com

HEALTHCARE Lobby/ 
Waiting Room

Patient Rooms Corridors/ 
Elevator Cab

Cafeteria Restrooms/
Storage

True Hardwood ***
Alta Vista Hardwood ***
Ventura Hardwood ***
Novella Hardwood ***
Regatta Rigid Wood * *
Courtier Waterproof * *
Times Square Waterproof

2Twelve Waterproof

3Twenty Waterproof

Voyager PVC Free  +  +  +  +  + 
Xcora Strand Bamboo *** **
Pureform Traditional 
Bamboo

*** **

* Click/floating floors not recommended for this particular application  
** Contact Hallmark Floors with project-specific details  
*** Dry areas suitable; wet areas unsuitable  
 +  Wet set installation required  

OK

Depending on * **

Not suitable


